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Abstract

The blood flow in the human cardiovascular system obeys the
laws of fluid mechanics. Investigation of the flow properties
reveals that a correlation exists between the velocity in time
and space. The possible changes in velocity are limited, since
the blood velocity has a continuous profile in time and space.
This paper presents a new estimator (STC-MLE), which in-
corporates the correlation property. It is an expansion of the
maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) developed by Ferrara
et al. With the MLE a cross-correlation analysis between con-
secutive RF-lines on complex form is carried out for a range
of possible velocities. In the new estimator an additional sim-
ilarity investigation for each evaluated velocity and the avail-
able velocity estimates in a temporal (between frames) and
spatial (within frames) neighborhood is performed. An a pri-
ori probability density term in the distribution of the observa-
tions gives a probability measure of the correlation between
the velocities. Both the MLE and the STC-MLE have been
evaluated on simulated and in-vivo RF-data obtained from the
carotid artery. Using the MLE 4.1 % of the estimates deviate
significantly from the true velocities, when the performance
is evaluated on the simulated data. These deviating estimates
arise, as the search range in the correlation analysis exceeds
one wavelength. By performing a similar investigation with
the STC-MLE, no highly deviating estimates occur. The al-
lowed search range is therefore larger with the STC-MLE.
The performance evaluation on in-vivo data further reveals
that the number of highly deviating velocity estimates in the
tissue parts of the RF-signals are reduced with the STC-MLE.
In general the resulting profiles are continuous and more con-
sistent with the true velocity profile, and the introduction of
the correlation property has improved the estimates.

1 Introduction

Estimation of the blood velocity distribution in the cardio-
vascular system is possible with medical ultrasound. Several
blood velocity estimators have been developed in the past.

The shift in scatterer position is determined by means of the
phase [1] or the time shift [2], [3], [4], [5] between a num-
ber of consecutive RF-signals. All the estimators split up the
RF-signals in a number of segments. The estimation is then
carried out on each of these segments individually. The as-
pect of correlation among the velocities in a spatial (within
frame) and a temporal (between frames) neighborhood of the
segment under investigation is not considered. The theory of
fluid mechanics [6] predicts that the flow profile is continuous
and smooth for non-turbulent flow. A highly negative veloc-
ity in a given position is unlikely, if its neighbors in time and
space are highly positive. This correlation feature should be
exploited and incorporated into the velocity estimation. This
paper presents a maximum likelihood estimator, which incor-
porates the correlation property. Ferrara et al. [4], [5] have
developed a maximum likelihood estimator, and the new sta-
tistical estimator represents an expansion of this. The expan-
sion consists of an introduction of an a priori probability den-
sity, which describes the correlation to estimates adjacent in
time and space.

2 Maximum likelihood estimator

The estimator by Ferrara et al. uses the principles of detec-
tion and estimation employed in radars. Given the knowledge
of what signal to look for, one can determine the location and
movement of an object through a correlation analysis between
the known signal s and a set of acquired signals rl [4], [5], [7],
[8]. The parameter l is the signal number in the acquired set.
The presence of an object is determined through a maximum
likelihood analysis. A brief discussion of the estimation the-
ory used in radars is given in the following, and subsequently
expanded to apply for ultrasound signals.

In radars the presence of an object is not known a priori, so
the acquired signals either contain noise only, or s with addi-
tive noise at some temporal location τ in the acquired signal.
This represents a two hypothesis case in statistics and is re-
ferred to by H0 and H1, respectively. The dimensionality of
the signal vectors, rl , are reduced through a correlation com-
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putation to ease the subsequent analysis. The correlation is
performed for a range of discrete values of the temporal shifts,
as the final goal is to determine the location and movement of
an object:

q�nτ� �
Nl

∑
l�1

Ns�1

∑
n�0

s�n�r�l �nτl�n�� (1)

where nτ represents the shift in number of samples. The pa-
rameter Nl is the total number of RF-signals acquired for the
velocity estimation for one image line, n represents the sam-
ple number within the signal, and Ns is the total number of
samples used in the correlation. In this study both s�n� and
r�n� are complex signals. The detection and estimation the-
ory gives that the position and velocity of the object can be
determined by computing the likelihood ratio [7], [8]:

LR�q�nτ�� �
pq�H1

�q�H1�

pq�H0
�q�H0�

(2)

for a range of shifts nτ. The two terms pq�H1
�q�H1� and

pq�H0
�q�H0� represent the probability of observing q under the

two hypothesis. The maximum value of (2) with respect to n τ
gives the estimate of n̂τ [7], [8], and thereby the position and
velocity of the object:

n̂τ � arg max
nτ

�LR�q�nτ���� (3)

In medical ultrasound several objects in the form of tissue
and blood scatterers are present. Still the above described ap-
proach can be employed. The estimation of the movement of
a group of scatterers is the goal. The acquired signals have
to be segmented, and the estimation must be carried out for
each segment. One problem arises, as the composition of the
underlying medium is unknown, and no explicit model for the
acquired in-vivo RF-signal can be depicted a priori. The sig-
nal s is therefore not given a priori. Instead a signal segment
from one of the acquired RF-signals is used as the model for
s, and the correlation computation becomes:

q�v�M� �
Nl

∑
l�1

Ns�1

∑
n�0

r1�n�NsM�r�l �n�NsM�nτ�� (4)

where M is the segment number. The shift nτ is related to the
velocity v through v� nτc fpr f �2 fs. The variables c, f pr f , and
fs represent the sound velocity, the pulse emission frequency,
and the sampling frequency. Estimation of the velocity re-
quires the computation of (2) for a range of velocities. Ul-
trasound RF-signals are Gaussian distributed with zero mean
and a variance [4]. The probabilities are:

pq�H1
�q�H1� �

1
π�E�N0�Nl

exp

�
�

�q�v��2

�E�N0�Nl

�

pq�H0
�q�H0� �

1
πN0Nl

exp

�
�
�q�v��2

N0Nl

�
� (5)

The variable E is the energy within the segment of the ac-
quired signal without any noise present, and N0 represents the
energy of the noise in the segment. By inserting (5) into (2),
taking the logarithm, and eliminating constant terms a simple
expression for the sufficient statistic arises. Maximization of
this gives the velocity estimate:

v̂�M� � arg max
v

��q�v�M��2�� (6)

The method described so far represents the maximum likeli-
hood estimator (MLE) by Ferrara et al.

As stated in the introduction the velocities in a spatial and
temporal neighborhood of the signal segment under investiga-
tion are correlated. The velocities are similar (not identical),
as the velocity profile must be continuous and smooth. If the
velocities in a spatial and temporal neighborhood are known,
the velocity in the segment under investigation is restricted to
lie within a range of velocities specified by the velocities of
its neighbors. This information is exploited by expanding the
probability density under H1 by an a priori density pa:

p�q�v�x�z� I�� � pa�v�x�z� I��pq�H1
�q�H1�� (7)

A 2D image grid is introduced to distinguish the position
�x�z� under investigation from its neighbors. The lateral and
axial positions are indicated by x and z, respectively. The
temporal neighborhood is represented by the image number
I. Incorporation of the a priori knowledge requires a measure
of similarity. The difference in velocity of two neighbors is
used here, as a small difference resembles similarity:

vdx�x�z� I� � v�x�∆x�z� I�� v�x�z� I�

vdz�x�z� I� � v�x�z�∆z� I�� v�x�z� I�

vdt�x�z� I� � v�x�z� I �1�� v�x�z� I�� (8)

The variable ∆ determines the spatial distance between neigh-
bors. A histogram analysis of vdx�vdz, and vdt on simulated
data (see Section 3), where the true velocity is known for a
set of 2D CFM-mode images, gives the probability densities
shown in Fig. 1. The densities of the differences are close to
being Gaussian shaped, and in this study a Gaussian distribu-
tion is employed for pa:

pa�v�x�z� I�� �
1
Z

exp

�
�Γ1

E�E�N0�

N0
C1�x�z� I�

�Γ2
E�E�N0�

N0
C2�x�z� I�

�
� (9)

The parameter Z is a normalization constant, which assures
that

�
p�q�v�dqdvdxdvdzdvdt � 1. The parameters Γ1 and Γ2

are scaling factors, and are related to the variances of the tem-
poral and spatial distributions. The terms C1 and C2 contains
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Figure 1: Probability densities of the axial, vdz (a), lateral,
vdx (b), and temporal, vdt (c) variations in the 2D velocity
profiles.

the similarity investigation:

C1�x�z� I� � �v̂�x�z� I �1�� v�x�z� I��2 (10)

��v̂�x�∆x�z� I�1�� v�x�z� I��2

��v̂�x�z�∆z� I�1�� v�x�z� I��2

C2�x�z� I� � �v̂�x�∆x�z� I�� v�x�z� I��2 (11)

��v̂�x�z�∆z� I�� v�x�z� I��2
�

The previously estimated velocities in the neighborhood are
named v̂ to distinguish them from the velocity v currently be-
ing evaluated for the segment in �x�z�. The choice of neigh-
bors rely on which estimates are available at the time of the
estimation of the velocity in �x�z�. Again, by taking the loga-
rithm, rearranging terms, and removing constant terms a suf-
ficient statistic results from which the velocity estimate can
be obtained:

v̂�x�z� I� � arg max
v

�
1

Nl�E�N0�2 �q�v�x�z�M���2

�Γ1C1�x�z� I��Γ2C2�x�z� I��� (12)

The velocity estimate is determined by performing a correla-
tion analysis along with a similarity investigation for a range
of velocity values. The expanded maximum likelihood esti-
mator is named the STC-MLE, where STC refers to the in-
corporation of the spatial and temporal correlation.

3 Results

The STC-MLE has been tested on simulated and in-vivo data.
The simulated data were generated with Field II [9]. An
apodization and focusing scheme matching a 5 MHz linear
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Figure 2: The value of the sufficient statistic for a range of
velocities for the MLE (top) and the STC-MLE (bottom).

array connected to a B-K Medical A/S 3535 scanner was im-
plemented. The data cover three cardiac cycles, and the ex-
citation pulse extends 1.5 cycles. Womersleys pulsatile flow
profile and tissue motion due to pulsation were implemented
[10], [11], [12]. The SNR is 20 dB. The in-vivo data were
sampled with a dedicated sampling system [13] interfaced to
a B-K Medical A/S 2102 scanner using a 5 MHz linear array
transducer. Ten seconds of data were acquired. A 5 cycles
excitation pulse is emitted. The RF-data were acquired at the
carotid artery for both data sets. The vessel lies an angle of
35o. A total of 8 and 9 RF-signals are used by the estimator
for the simulated and in-vivo data, respectively.

3.1 Results with simulated data

Estimators, which solely employ the cross-correlation func-
tion to determine the velocity, can encounter problems due
to the segmentation of the RF-signals. Multiple peaks in the
cross-correlation can occur, and the maximum of the corre-
lation function will not necessarily occur at the true veloc-
ity. Usually this problem is overcome by limiting the search
range to a temporal interval equal to one ultrasound wave-
length. Unfortunately the range of velocities, which can be
estimated, is then also limited. By incorporating the correla-
tion between the velocities in a neighborhood one can hope
that this problem can be minimized. Inspection of the es-
timated velocity profiles obtained with the MLE, when the
search range has not been limited, confirms that highly devi-
ating estimates occur. These are a result of the problem of
the cross-correlation analysis. An example hereof is plotted
in Fig. 2. The maximum of the likelihood ratio is obtained at
a velocity of -0.5 m/s. A second peak is located at 0.11 m/s,
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which is close to the true velocity of 0.13 m/s. The MLE thus
produces an incorrect velocity estimate. The problem can be
resolved with the STC-MLE. The best choice of the scale pa-
rameters Γ1 and Γ2 has been investigated for this purpose.
By increasing the values of the scale parameters Γ1 and Γ2

the information available from the neighboring estimates gets
to play a bigger role in the estimation. All highly deviating
estimates are removed, if �Γ1�Γ2� � �2�2�. The likelihood
ratio for the STC-MLE in Fig. 2 shows that only one peak
is present, as a velocity of -0.5 m/s is far from the velocities
in the temporal and spatial neighborhood, and it is therefore
unlikely. The STC-MLE estimator makes it possible to ex-
pand the search range without encountering the problems in-
troduced by the cross-correlation analysis. In Fig. 3 a set of
2D velocity profiles obtained with the MLE and STC-MLE
are plotted. A total of 4.1 % of the velocity estimates com-
puted with the MLE deviate significantly, whereas none is ob-
tained with the STC-MLE. As the true velocities are known,
the root-mean-square (RMS) error is computed as a measure
of performance. The RMS error for MLE and STC-MLE is
0.21 and 0.12 m/s, respectively, so an improvement of 43 %
is obtained with the STC-MLE. The majority of the improve-
ment is due to the removal of the highly deviating estimates.

3.2 Results with in-vivo data

The velocity profiles have been estimated for a range of val-
ues of Γ1 and Γ2, just as was the case with the simulated data.
The values of Γ1 and Γ2 has been further increased to improve
on the estimation with respect to obtaining profiles, which are
more continuous and smooth as expected. The smoothening
effect is obtained as shown in Fig. 4. The scale parameters
are �Γ1�Γ2� � �100�100� . The carotid artery is located at a
depth of 2.4 cm for the lateral position 0 cm. Highly deviating
estimates are also produced by most estimators in the part of
the signal, which represents an interaction with tissue. This
is due to the presence of noise in the RF-signals, and usually
some post-processing is performed to remove them prior to
display. With the STC-MLE estimator less highly deviating
estimates are obtained in the tissue region. Again, the intro-
duction of the correlation feature of the velocities in a spatial
and temporal neighborhood, improves on the estimation.

4 Conclusion

The properties of fluid flow can successfully be incorporated
into a blood velocity estimator based on maximum likelihood,
and improves the basis for the estimation. The resulting ve-
locity profiles are more smooth. Additionally the STC-MLE
has the advantage that the number of highly deviating veloc-
ity estimates in the tissue regions are lowered. Secondly, the
velocity range that can be investigated with the STC-MLE
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Figure 3: The estimated velocity profile with MLE (top) and
STC-MLE (middle) for a SNR of 20 dB on simulated data.
The scale parameters for the STC-MLE are �Γ1�Γ2� � �2�2�.
The true velocity profile is shown in the bottom plot.
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Figure 4: The velocity profile obtained with the MLE (top)
and the STC-MLE (bottom) on in-vivo data. The scale pa-
rameters are �Γ1�Γ2� � �100�100�.

spans a larger range compared to other estimators based on a
correlation analysis.
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